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Knowing What You Want

• This is the first stop on the road towards leadership
• Might be messy at first
• Might be curvy
Knowing How You Can Get It

• Figuring out how to advocate
Knowing the Difference Between the “Right” and the “Wrong” Ways of Advocating

• Do you yell?
• Do you have a discussion?
Knowing Who to Advocate to

- Family
- Friends
- Work
- Country
You Can Always Ask for Help or Support

• Family
• Friends
• Interdependent
You Can Always Change Your Mind

• We have the right to change our mind
Don’t Beat Yourself Up if You Find That Advocating is Hard at First

• You are a great advocate
• Mentors are here to help and encourage you
Take the Time to Listen… Leaders can also Learn
There are many roads you can take to enjoy leadership!